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There is no need to grieve for the plants that cannot be grown; rejoice in the abundance of those that can.

– Janice Emily Bowers
water-efficient
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SHELTER
WHAT MAKES AN IDEA WORK?
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OVERWATERING?
WATER - OPPORTUNITY TAKEN!

flood-tolerant native plants in pond bottom
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PERMANENT SEATING, SHADE
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water-efficient FORMS
SPINES are FINE, DESIGN THOUGHTFULLY

just like with roses...
LIGHT + SHADOW
walls, windows, plants... Tree Cholla, sun, granite boulder
SOFT AND SHARP

*Dyssodia* & Whale Tongue Agave, Trailing Germander & Texas Sotol

(Jimmy Zabriskie)
DON’T DISLIKE ORDINARY
think about extraordinary use of the common
the GOOD

the BAD

and

the UGLY
WHAT ATTRACTED YOU HERE?
WATER – OPPORTUNITY TAKEN!

_flood-tolerant native plants in pond bottom_
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SPACE + UNSHAPED = FLOWERS
COLOR TO HEAT IT UP
yellow house, sky, Confederate Jasmine, Italian Cypress
REPLICATE FORMS
UNLV
REFLECT FORMS, SOFTENING

Sideoats Grama along curved adobe wall

(Quercus)
REFLECT FORMS, SOFTENING
Sidewats Grama along angled glass wall

(Quercus)
LIGHT IT UP
walls, forms

(Quercus)
SIMPLICITY
FRAME
MIX BUT MATCH
roses where there’s water, agaves where drier
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MASS PLANTS
PLANT MASSING IN NATURE
GROUPS IN NATURE

mass of Desert Candle, Torrey Yucca, Grama grasses
MASS SOTOLS, MAS SOTOLES!

*inspiration meets simplicity*
MASS & CONTRAST
David Cristiani
dryheatblog.wordpress.com
desert.dac@gmail.com
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LOCAL GARDEN PROFESSIONALS TELL IT LIKE IT IS

1.) Not understanding your plants’ needs: There is a tendency to purchase a plant that looks good at the nursery without a basic understanding of its ultimate size, frost sensitivity, and exposure and soil requirements. Do your homework, and in the end it will save you time and money.
—Kenny Zelov, Landscaping by André

2.) Buying plants without considering their size at maturity: People forget how big plants will get when they see them at the nursery. Be sure to determine the space that established plants will need so that they can grow to their full potential.
—César Mazier, César Mazier Landscaping & Consulting Inc.

3.) Lack of plant continuity: I call these “dog’s lunch” landscapes, where there is a little of everything thrown in with no composition. Plant nuts can be the worst offenders. But it is easy to solve by selecting a few theme plants to repeat throughout the garden to pull it all together.
—Greg Corman, Gardening Insights Inc.

4.) Planting too deeply: People tend to plant too deeply, which often results in the demise of vegetation. This holds especially true for trees and often seems to manifest after a plant has matured, making replacement expensive.
—Ryan Jerrell, Arid Solutions Nursery

5.) Planting in poor-draining soil: Well-blended soils provide great drainage and encourage amazing root growth. Poor-draining soils lead to root rot. Amend soil with organic matter for non-natives and sand/pumice for native plants. Blend amendments into the soil to avoid creating a compacted layer that will limit root growth.
—Thomas Park, Xerophytic Design Inc.

6.) Over-watering plant material: Watering more than is necessary invites rot, fungus and disease, on top of wasting our most precious resource. A simple solution is to turn the irrigation controller off when it rains (don’t forget to reprogram it each season). Also, check for leaks and breaks in the system annually.
—Chad Robert, Exteriors by Chad Robert Inc.

7.) Using one drip system for everything: Trees, turf, cacti and pots all have different watering needs. Ideally, an irrigation system should be set up by watering zones so that your plants get exactly what they need.
—Morgan Holt, Earth Art Landscape & Designs Inc.
8.) Improper pruning of trees and shrubs: Pruning shrubs into balls, stripping off a plant’s lower leaves (pinappling), or creating big puffs of foliage at the ends of branches (lions-tailing)—all look hideous and will weaken plants. You can maintain a clean look with healthy pruning practices. —Kirti Mathura, horticulturist, Desert Botanical Garden

9.) Mistaking dormant plants for dead ones: Ash trees, ornamental grasses, red bird of paradise and lantana are examples of plants that can appear to be dead when they actually are dormant. If a branch snaps off easily and is dry, it’s dead; if pliable and difficult to break, it’s alive. —Jonathan Dokken, Straight Line Landscape

10.) Trying to re-create a “Back East” garden: Choosing plants that flourish in the Midwest or on the East Coast is sure to lead to disappointment. These plants do not stand a chance in the low desert. You are better off going to the nursery and finding substitute plants that look similar but will thrive in our arid climate. —Elizabeth Przygoda-Montgomery, Boxhill Landscape Design
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Top Landscape Mistakes Expanded - Tips From the Pros
Compiled by Nancy Erdmann

PREPARATION

Unreasonable budget expectations: Too many people want a BMW yet expect to pay Walmart prices. By establishing a realistic budget up front, expectations can be met from the beginning. —Michael Dollin, Urban Earth Design, LLC

Lack of preplanning: Avoid rushing things and not having a plan that looks at the whole project—even if some of the items will be installed later. Learn to trust the process. Design takes time and evolves as the project and designer/client relationship develops. —Margaret Joplin, Design Collaborations Ltd.

Implementation without a plan: There is so much opportunity lost when each element of a design is thought of singularly as opposed to its place as part of the whole. —Michael F. Rockwell, Azul-Verde Design Group

Not planning the big things first: A new pool, patio or garage are the kinds of big-footprint items you should plan for first. A common mistake is siting the swimming pool in the middle of the yard and then landscaping around it. This leaves little leftover space for lawn. It’s better to push the pool one way or the other, so there’s room for a chunky-sized lawn that’s good for sports and play. —Bill Tonnesen, Tonnesen Inc.

Not doing your homework when hiring a landscape professional: Don’t hire a designer that you don’t like. Your personalities need to click, as you will be spending a lot of time with this person for the next several months. Check out their background. Are they educated, do they really know the plants, do they know how to problem-solve? Do a drive by on some properties they have designed. If you like the hardscape on each of the projects but the plant selections are weak, keep shopping, as you may not have found your perfect match. If designers are worth their weight, they will be excited that you are interested in their background, client history and getting to know them. —Elizabeth Przygoda-Montgomery, Boxhill Landscape Design

PLANT SELECTION

Improper plant selection and location: Choosing plants that ultimately get too large for the space they are in, or are located in the wrong exposure. —Chad Robert, Exteriors by Chad Robert Inc.

Poor plant choices: Be sure to take into consideration light requirements, water needs and overall plant size. By picking the right plant for your space, you will reduce pruning and fertilizer needs and premature plant replacement. —Thomas Park, Xerophytic Design Inc.

Buying plants at the nursery by what they look like “right now”: Some of our best
desert plants don’t like being in pots and are not all that attractive when you see them at the nursery. However, once in the ground and established, they will be on their way to realizing their full potential. Other plants at the nursery might be bigger and healthier, but they will grow up and mature to 10-foot-high monsters that overwhelm their space. Huge mistake! —Morgan Holt, Earth Art Landscape & Designs Inc.

**Trying to force things to grow that are not compatible with our soils and climate:**
This is an unnecessary battle. We have so many desert-adapted plants available these days that everyone should be able to find something to create the design effect they desire. It takes a little bit of homework, but the results can be extremely satisfying and low-maintenance. —Kirti Mathura, horticulturist, Desert Botanical Garden

**Not using succulents and native plants:** Invasive species, while beautiful, destroy our habitats. Native plants use less water and need pruning less frequently. —Thomas Park, Xerophytic Design Inc.

**Choosing plants that wildlife feast on:** Rabbits and other desert wildlife eat many newly planted desert plants. These critters are very thankful that there is little understanding of what they will and will not eat. I frequently see examples of newly installed landscapes becoming lunch for the local wildlife. Develop an understanding of rabbit-resistant plantings, and pay attention to what appears to be left alone in the neighborhood where you live. —Kenny Zelov, Landscaping by André

**PLANTING**

**Wrong place, wrong plant:** Locating shade plants in the sun, and choosing plants that get too large for spaces better suited for dwarf varieties, just won’t work. —Susanna Davis, Gardens by Chilo & Susanna Inc.

**Planting designs that have no relation to the natural surrounding areas:** For instance, planting bougainvilleas and queen palms in front yards that are surrounded by natural desert. This is unfortunately common in the foothills of the mountains around Tucson. —Greg Corman, Gardening Insights Inc.

**Not understanding that we have two different growing seasons:** There are two seasons in the low desert (cool and warm), and planting the wrong varieties of veggies, annuals and herbs at the wrong time usually results in plant failure. —Cathy Cromell, Garden Editor-at-Large, Phoenix Home & Garden

**Over-planting:** A dense garden is a thing of beauty, but to pull off that look, proper plant spacing is a must. Situate plants based on their size at maturity. The money you save on buying fewer plants allows you to purchase larger varieties that will fill your garden more quickly. By spacing plants correctly, you can have layers, density and reduced maintenance costs. —Thomas Park, Xerophytic Design Inc.

**Installing thorny plants near sidewalks, driveways or patios:** As they grow, their sharp points can stab people. Cutting off the ends of agave, yucca, desert spoon, etc., because they are hazardous ruins their natural shapes. Also, they are difficult to transplant when they get large. —Cathy Cromell, Garden Editor-at-Large, Phoenix Home & Garden

**SOIL/FERTILIZER**

**Not improving poor soil:** In a true native landscape, this is not an issue; but for greener gardens, this means plants often are not well-suited to our alkaline soil. Proper soil amendments and fertilizer will help with this. —Ryan Jerrell, Arid Solutions Nursery

**Using the wrong types of fertilizer at the wrong time of year:** At the very least, use water-soluble fertilizers. What may look like salt burn is usually a lack of certain nutrients in the soil that allows plants to properly take in fertilizer. —Ryan Jerrell, Arid Solutions Nursery

**WATERING**

**Improper watering:** This generally is considered the No. 1 cause of plant health problems. Poor irrigation practices stress plants (maybe to death), and stressed plants are more susceptible to disease and insect problems. —Cathy Cromell, Garden Editor-at-Large, Phoenix Home & Garden

**Bad irrigation systems:** One irrigation valve should not water everything. Irrigation stations should be installed based on the type of plant (tree, shrubs, pots, etc.). —César Mazier, César Mazier Landscaping & Consulting Inc.

**Too much water:** Over-watering native drought-tolerant plants is one of the quickest ways to kill them. —Christine E. Ten Eyck, FASLA, Ten Eyck Landscape Architects Inc.

**No consideration for drainage and how water moves across the landscape:** A landscape should be designed so that water moves away quickly or is harvested in small depressions in the ground. —Morgan Holt, Earth Art Landscape & Designs Inc.
Over-watering low-water-use container plantings: It's tempting, but this is the road to ruin. Cacti and succulents have adapted to brief, infrequent waterings. Succulents have waxy surfaces that help them retain what little water they need. Just because you're sweaty and thirsty and could use a tall glass of water, doesn't mean your desert plants could, too. —Donna Winters, Enchanted Garden Landscape Inc.

A bad drainage system: Every yard has different drainage issues, and in many cases the drainage is poor at best. The key to solving most water issues is to understand how a drip system works and why it can be so effective in watering in our hard-soil conditions. The basics would be a proper irrigation setup and proper irrigation system maintenance, such as checking for clogged or missing drip heads. I always tell people before they plant anything to fill the hole they are planting with water. If the water is gone in 30 minutes, they have good drainage. If hours later the water is still there, drainage is poor. —Ryan Jerrell, Arid Solutions Nursery

TREES
Poor tree placement: Planting trees too close to the house doesn't allow room for their roots and branching structure to grow properly. —Christine E. Ten Eyck, FASLA, Ten Eyck Landscape Architects Inc.

Planting trees in your lawn: Tree canopies create uneven sunlight, which creates uneven grass growth, which makes maintenance difficult. —Bill Tonnesen, Tonnesen Inc.

Buying trees that are huge and grow fast, and are then placed in the smallest spots: This just turns into a nightmare of breaking branches, falling trees, etc. Pick a smaller, slower-growing tree to work in tight areas. While this type of tree may take a few years longer to reach maturity, you won't have to remove it or have the monsoons do it for you. —Morgan Holt, Earth Art Landscape & Designs Inc.

Buying trees that can't stand on their own: Ask nursery staff to remove the plant stake before purchase. If the tree stands tall, staking after transplant isn't needed, unless conditions are extremely windy. Research shows that slight movement that an unstaked trunk experiences helps it grow stronger and gain girth. —Cathy Cromell, Garden Editor-at-Large, Phoenix Home & Garden

Flat-topping trees to reduce their height: Bad, bad, bad. If you want something small, consider an ornamental tree or large shrub. I have seen amazing purple plums, pittosporum, Myrtus, and Mediterranean fan palms that mature at 15 feet and need almost no pruning to maintain their size. —Thomas Park, Xerophytic Design Inc.

Buying trees that look perfect right now: Wrong. You need to buy trees that are growing up and have strong vertical lines. Over the years they open up, and the branches will be lower and the shape will be perfect. —Morgan Holt, Earth Art Landscape & Designs Inc.

Not moving water emitters as a tree grows: Ever stand under an oak tree when it rains? It is always dry. The roots that absorb water are at the edge of the tree to collect all the water running off the canopy. I am sure that this evolved so that the trees would be stronger and better rooted to withstand wind. To protect your trees from monsoon rain and winds, move the emitters annually. What you spend in extra maintenance will surely be less than replacing a specimen tree. —Thomas Park, Xerophytic Design Inc.

LAWNS
Planting grass in shady areas: Shade and grass do not go well together in the low desert and, unfortunately, there are no good options for grass varieties that will grow here in the shade. —Cathy Cromell, Garden Editor-at-Large, Phoenix Home & Garden

Planting grass in areas that will be impossible to water efficiently: This includes street medians or narrow strips along sidewalks, as sprinklers often spray water into the street. —Cathy Cromell, Garden Editor-at-Large, Phoenix Home & Garden

MAINTENANCE
Improper pruning of plants: Mother Nature didn't intend plants to be shaped like soup cans! —Chad Robert, Exteriors by Chad Robert Inc.

Poor gardening practices: Pruning Texas sages into balls; saguaro “torture” (planting them where they don’t have room to grow); placing plastic under gravel in planting beds, which doesn’t allow the rain to soak in; and thinking a low-maintenance landscape means NO maintenance. —Christine E. Ten Eyck, FASLA, Ten Eyck Landscape Architects Inc.

Spraying pesticide indiscriminately: This is often done without first identifying the pest or disease problem accurately. —Cathy Cromell, Garden Editor-at-Large, Phoenix Home & Garden

Not protecting plants during freeze warnings: Be sure to cover plants and trees at the first warning of a freeze with a sheet, blanket or landscape cloth, never plastic. If your plant
is damaged by frost, avoid the urge to remove the damaged parts immediately. It is best to wait until spring to trim any damaged leaves and branches, as those areas will protect the living parts from further damage should a freeze occur again. —Jonathan Dokken, Straight Line Landscape

**DESIGN**

**Plopping boulders on the ground:** You just don’t see much of that in a natural landscape. —Morgan Holt, Earth Art Landscape & Designs Inc.

**Failure to include out-of-sight storage:** Garbage bins, garden tools and other “stuff” can make an otherwise nice garden look junky and cluttered. It’s a problem that’s easy to rectify with screens or evergreen plants. —Greg Corman, Gardening Insights Inc.

**Overlooking privacy issues:** What goes unnoticed but is critically important to a beautiful backyard literally is what you don’t see. Unless you live on a lake or a golf course, build your walls as high as possible, and plant trees to block views to your neighbors. —Bill Tonnesen, Tonnesen Inc.

**Poor planning:** Building patios that are not sloped in the right direction for rain runoff. Also, designing front yards without focal points. —Susanna Davis, Gardens by Chilo & Susanna Inc.

**Making patio spaces too small:** 12’ by 12’ minimum. Why? Twelve is a magic number because, like a dining room, it’s enough space for a table and chairs plus room to get by. 10’ by 10’ is doable but tight. Always think in terms of where furniture will go. Chaise lounges or club chairs with ottomans need 10’ minimum. —Bill Tonnesen, Tonnesen Inc.

**Thinking too small:** Instead, think big! Don’t use lots of small plants or cacti—less but important can be better. —Mark Wdowiak, Desert Foothills Landscape

**Too much clutter:** A garden can get like a hall closet if you don’t watch out, with lots of little ornamental things like stacks of tiny terra-cotta pots. Not everything that everyone ever gave you needs to be displayed. Learning to edit can be instantaneously gratifying. The easiest solution: Take all of your pots, wind-spinners, ceramic statues, howling coyotes and all accessories, and stack them out of your visual playing field. Then give yourself one day; wake up and see your space with zero clutter. Add back in only the stuff that makes your heart sing. —Elizabeth Przygoda-Montgomery, Boxhill Landscape Design

**Placing the barbecue too far away:** It’s best to place it as close to the indoor kitchen as possible. People tend to use their barbecues in direct correlation to how far they have to carry food and dirty dishes. Also, you need durable, easy-to-clean counter space for food prep and a buffet. Stainless steel and concrete are always good. Other more decorative surfaces (like some tiles, granite) have all the same staining issues as in the kitchen, plus they are exposed to the elements. —Bill Tonnesen, Tonnesen Inc.